Distinct modes of top-down cognitive processing in the ventral visual cortex.
Top-down cognitive control leads to changes in the sensory processing of the brain. In visual perception such changes can take place in the ventral visual cortex altering the functional asymmetry in forward and backward connections. Here we used fixation-related evoked responses of EEG measurement and dynamic causal modeling to examine hierarchical forward-backward asymmetry, while twenty-six healthy adults performed cognitive tasks that require different types of top-down cognitive control (memorizing or searching visual objects embedded in a natural scene image). The generative model revealed an enhanced asymmetry toward forward connections during memorizing, whereas enhanced backward connections were found during searching. This task-dependent modulation of forward and backward connections suggests two distinct modes of top-down cognitive processing in cortical networks. The alteration in forward-backward asymmetry might underlie the functional role in the cognitive control of visual information processing.